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Andreae,
Giles

Elephant
Me

When Num Num the elephant can't perform a Y
spectacular feat for the King, he leaves the herd
under a cloud. But Num Num has hidden talents that
are appreciated by the other animals who show him
that just being you is enough to make you special.

Bright,
Rachel

Slug in
Love

Doug the slug is persistent in his hunt for a hug and Y
some love. Will his search end in success? A lovely
rhyming story about everyone being appreciated by
someone who may be very unexpected.

Butterworth, Percy's 123 A counting book using characters from the popular Y
Nick
series Percy the Parkkeeper and his animal friends.
A great book to introduce numbers and counting in
class.
Clarkson,
Stephanie

Super Milly
and the
Super
School Day

It is Superhero day at Milly's school but she is Y
concerned she has no superpowers. But during the
day she realises that superpowers can be more
subtle but just as effective.

Docherty,
Thomas

The Horse A girl and a horse go on a magical adventure over Y
That
mountains, clouds and more. They discover
Jumped
wonderful worlds before returning home. A lovely
read aloud book about imagination.

English,
Alex

Stop That
Dinosaur!

When a dinosaur steals a little girl's Grandma, she Y
has to follow it to rescue her. But the dinosaur is not
all bad and ends up going back for tea with the girl
and her gran. Great to read aloud as well as
introducing familiar places as the rescue unfolds.

Fletcher,
Tom

There's a
Superhero
in Your
Book

The Scribbler is causing chaos in a story book so the Y
Superhero needs some help!. A fun interactive story
where the readers have to help Superhero foil the
antics of Scribbler. Good for following instructions
and joining in.

Foreman,
Michael

I Didn't Do Milo doesn't want to miss the cycle race that is Y
It!
coming to town. As he cycles to see it he sets off a
chain of chaotic events of which he is oblivious but it
all works out in the end. Good for inspiring writing
and talking about what might happen next.

Gunaratnam, All I Want
Tracy
is an
Octopus

A little boy wants an octopus as his pet but his Y
parents are not so keen. But will Gran be able to
persuade them that octopi are very good house pets
with many special skills.

Hirst, Daisy I Like
Trains

Small Dog is obsessed by trains and plays with his Y
toy one all the time. But nothing beats going on a
real train especially when you meet someone you
love at the end of the journey.

Hodgkinson, Onesie
Leigh
Party

Let's meet a host of animals who are all invited to a Y
onesie party. Great to read aloud as well as
introducing a wide range of animals to talk about.

Jarvis

Follow Me, Flo has an unfortunate habit of wandering off so Y
Flo!
Daddy Duck has to keep her in line with a song. But
Flo invents her own version with interesting
consequences. Good for introducing opposites and
describing words.

Jones,
Gareth P

The Lion
The wheels on the bus go round and round but what Y
on the Bus does a lion on a bus do? The familiar rhyme with
some animal passengers make this a wonderful read
aloud story.

Kane,
John

I Say Boo
You Say
Hoo

Let's tell this story by joining in with a small ghost Y
who is afraid of the dark. Good for interactive telling
with the children picking up on the verbal and visual
clues as they go along.

Melling,
David

Hugless
Douglas
and the
Nature
Walk

Hugless Douglas goes on a nature walk with his Y
class, spotting insects, animals and plants along the
way. It starts to rain, an adventure follows and
Douglas saves the day. Includes a nature spotters
guide in the back of the book.

Melling,
David

Ruffles and Ruffles is a small puppy who knows his own mind Y
the Red,
and wearing his red coat is definitely not what he
Red Coat wants to do. But when he wants to play with his
friend Ruby, he realises that his coat might be a
good thing after all. Ideal for discussing
compromising as well as being able to admit you
were wrong.

Murray,
Diana

Goodnight, A delightful bedtime story saying goodnight to all the Y
Veggies
vegetables in the garden as they settle down for the
night.
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Newman,
Ben

Snip Snap Crocodile is peacefully minding her eggs when Crab Y
decides to sneak up and bite her. What follows next
introduces children to onomatopoeic words that
everyone can join in with.

Timms,
Barry

This is NOT A little girl has a friend who is definitely not a unicorn Y
a Unicorn! but what is that thing on the top of its head if it is not
a horn? Lots of wordplay and imagination as we
discover all the things that a horn can be used for but it is not a unicorn!

Williams,
Sam

How About A cat and his friends take the reader on a trip round Y
a Night
the city at night. Lots to see and hear as we explore
Out?
a night time world.
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